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ABSTRACT

The sociological study of majority-minority relations
has been handicapped by the lack of models which stress the
elements of power and conflict 0 The model presented in this
paper begins with the assumptions that~ (1) majority
minority relations are power relations, and (2) conflict and
struggle are inherent in all power relations. The relation
ship between any majority and minority is viewed as a con
flicting, changing relationship between two parties--one
with the power and the other desiring a fair share of that
power and the rewards that come as a result of power holding.

Morton B. King, Jr. criticizes sociological analyses of minority
groups as not being objective, systematic or sociological. He feels
that a truly sociological approach to minority phenomena has been delayed
by preoccupation with problems and t.heLr solutions and by tile lack of
conceptua.l losition from whLch these phenomena can be successfully
approached. It might be added that the sociological literature on
this subject has tended to focus principally on Negro-white relations
in the United States. l·loreover, t hes e analyses tend to reduce the
independent variables to psychological ones. Thus, such studies have
not take~ us very far in the understanding of majority-minority relations
cross-culturally and from a sociological point of view.

It seems to this writer that the focus of sociological research in
this area should, first of all, be centered on problems and variables in
majority-minority relations which have universal applicability. This is
predicated on the assumption that minorities are a universal phenomenon.
Secondly, sociologists must make their contribution to understanding from
a sociological point of view--looking at majority-minority relations (and
the resulting phenomena of conflict, prejudice and discrimination) as
arising from specific social structures. This is not to say that psycho
logical and other dimensions are not needed for a full understanding of
this complex phenomenon. Nor does it say that social factors are
"dominant" over psychological ones. I simply advocate that social struc
ture helps to explain the phenomenon and th.e sociologist is the logical
one to explore this aspect. Lastly, the perspective of the sociologist
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should be realistic--including, among other things, the elements of
power and conflict 0

The intent of this paper is to present a tentative model for the
sociological study of majority-minority relations which is applicable
to the analysis of these relations everywhere. As employed here, model
refers to a conception of a phenomenon which identifies and simplifies
strategic variables and the way they are related. As a mental construct
it is not an exact replica of the phenomenon but an approximation. It
is a heuristic device to guide. the researcher Ln making a consistent and
adequate analysis.

The preseutatLon of the modeL 'V'ill be at two levels: at the societal
level and at the suecf.fLc LevcL of D.ajority-minority relations within
such a sdcial sys t em. The at.ten.tLon of this paper is on the latter but
to have an adequat e model at that level requires that it be consistent
with a particular view of the larger system.

The societal model. The functionalists' mode I, of society as one
of conse~3US, stability and hcrmony has been widely criticized for its
lack of fit with the real world. 2 Using this model, one would indeed be
hard pressed to explain the conflict between groups and within groups
that is to be fc uid universally. The dialectic approach offers an alto
gether different model of society--viewing society as one of dissension,
conflict and disequilibrium. Recently, several writers have advocated
that a true picture of a social system must incorporate both sides of
the coin--th~s synthesizing the functionalist and dialectic models into
a realistic ~odel of society.3

The emergent model of society which unites the strengths of both
models se~ms to be the one meeting the scientific requirement of an
ever better approximation of social reality--thus enhancing the explana
tory power of sociological analyses. In the words of Ralf Dahrendorf,

As far as I can see, we need for the explanation of socio
logical problems both the equilibrium and the conflict

·models of society; and it may well be that, in Q philo
soph~cal sense, society has two faces of equal reality: one
of stability, harmony, and consensus and one of change,
conflict, and constraint~4

Thus, an app rop rLate model of society wouLd assume that:

10 "Human e o c Le t Le-s arc always ordered. Human societies are
a 1'-7~Y8 ch a 0"1-ng H 5...... ..- I· L.., :>.

2. Societies are systems of interrelated parts. This implies the
principle of multiple and reciprocal causation. 6

3. TIle system is stable and harmonious yet there are structural
sources of tension whLch "cause " conflict. Conflict in turn
brings about change. 7
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4. The sub-parts of the society (groups) are both interrelated
and relatively autonomous.

A. Groups (and individuals) interact with others in two
characteristic ways--they cooperate or they are in
opposition. The processes of association and dissocia
tion are facts of social life.

B. Consensus within groups is related to cleavage between
groups. ". 0 • it is important to recognize that cleavage
between groups is in many respects only the obverse of
consensus ~vithin groups. When people feel strong identi
fication with a particular group, whether it is national,
religious, ethnic, or another, they are necessarily ~etting

uhems e Lvea off from other persons not in the group co n

Co Groups and subgroups are viewed as having interests,
values, goals, etc., whi.ch may clash "litll those of other
groups.

TIle conflict model of majority-minority relations. Our model of
society posits that society h as " t wo equal faces of reality"--consensus
and conflict. It appears that a model of maj orf, cy-mt.norf.cy relations
will most closely approximate the real world if it focuses on c~nflict

and power. I do not agree with Dahrendorf that to concentrate on con
flict is to look at "the ugly face of society. n9 I v Lew conflict,
rather, as a fact of social life which may be functional as well as
dysfunctional for the parties or for the society as a whole.

The initial assumptions of our conflict model are:

1. t-Iajority·-minority relations are power relations 0

2. Conflict and struggle are inherent in all power relations.

3. Groups and individuals desire, among other rhLngs , prestige,
power and weal.th . These are in s carce quarrtLty . Haj or Lt.y
minority relations can perhaps best be understood as group
attempts to hold on to or increase their share of these
scarce vaLues 0

4. loJe look for the source of conflict in t.he conrlitions of the
social structure--not in the psychological needs of individuals
litvithin ito lirf we start from the position of real societies
it i~ evident that conflict situations are intrinsic and organic
to social structure."IO

Minorities are not all alike. They differ because of the variables
that affect majority-minority relations (eogo, the number of minorities
in the society, the degree of incongruence between the values of the



majority and the minority, the type of stratification sistem in the
society, and the symbols that set the rni~ority apart).l However, all
minorities are alike in at least five fundamental respects: first of
all, by definition, all minorities are subordinate to the superordinate
group. The power of the dominant group may be derived from size, superior
weapons, property, finances, skills, and eminence derived from myths,
legends, and history.12 The power dimension of ITlajority-minority rela
tions is best seen by the fact that the dominant group determines what
status the minority \vill have without t he consent of the minority. 13
Secondly, all minorities are singled out because they differ from the
majority in physLcaL and/or cultural traits whLch are held ill low esteem
by the dominant grcupQ The minority, again by definition, must be object
ively or sub j act tveLy Lderrt LfLab Le . Tllirdly, all m.inorities receive
differential and uLcqual ~reatmeut ~n the host society (e.g., status and
access to certain oc cup atLons ) . FourthLy , t he members of 8. minority group
are likely to feel a sense of k tnslrtp 'tvitll e ach other 110t only because
of th~ir cultural distinctiveness but also as a ~e8ult of majority treat
ment and policy d~~ected toward them. Lastly~ minoLities are generally
viewed by the majority as threatening to their dominant position~14

Thus, power relaticns is the key to understanding majority-minority
relations s f.nce power is the chief agency rhrough whi.ch minorities are
differentiated. ~linority groups (which may be racial, ethnic, or religious)
are categories of people with less power than the dominant group--hence,
with unequal access to the opportunities and rewards of t.he society.
The difference i:~. social power between majority and minority groups is
Ie 1- oth marked and institutionalized, being rooted in fairly rigid
social s t ructuren .. 1115

Source of ur8qual pmver between majority and minority groups. Power
is defined by Schermerhorn as If ••• the asymmetrical relationship
between two interacting parties in which a perceptible probability of
d~cision resides in on~ of the two parties, even over the resistance of
the other party. n16 The origin of the power distribution between majority
and minority gicups is found in the initial contact between t.he two groups.
Groups become ld.".'10i:-i.ties by enu.g r atLng to another land, by being annexed
or cVGquered by 2nother group. TIley become minorities if they differ
from t he host society in. dis ce rnf.b Le ways : phys Lcal, appearance ~ values)
behavior patterns, etc. 17 The point to be made is that the groups come
into contact as powe~ unequals; th2Y differ in ways considered important
by t.he dom.Lnan t group; aud the dominant group tends to feel that the mf.nor Lcy
is a threat to its power--hence, the need to exert control over the group
to keep it in a subordinate position. This control may be in the fornl of
extrusion (annLhfLatLon , expuLs i.on , or dLs pLaoemcn t ) , non-conti.guous con
trol (coLorrt a.Lf.sm) or incorporation (enclosing t he subordinates 'tvithin the
superordinate's territoi:ial-bcundaries) .18

Once the configuration of power relati.ons is established it is
perceived by members of both sides in terms of legitimacy or illigitimacy.
"Such perception.s crystallize and are elaborated Lnt o orientations, belief
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systems, or ideologies of each party to the encounter. 1I 19 Thus, the
interaction between the two groups with unequal power becomes crystallized
into a social structure reflecting the power differentials and the
value incongruencies of the two. This arrangement tends to persist because
of the principle of cumulative directionality (i.eo, once a particular
action is taken by the dominant group toward the subordinate group
it tends to "Lo ad the dLce" for subsequent interaction b e tween them). 20

i·lajority-minority conflict. r-linorities are the "children of
conflict. Ii T11ey are "conceLved" in a conflict situation. Their presence
means further conflict. However, the conflict between the majority and
minority groups is not always overt and continuous. Indeed, the situation
between the two groups at times may appear to the observer as non-conflic
tua.l. It is assumed, h owever , that the seeds of conflict are ever present
(albeit at times dormant) in majority-minority relations.

All conflicts between groups are not alike. There are important
differences, depending upon many variables. The conflict may involve
physical violence, strikes and boycotts, non-violent sit-ins or even ridicule
and insolenceo 21 Thus, conflict is viewed in its broad sense, wherein one
individual or group " ... seeks to reduce the status of one's opponent

"22 Conflict is a

. . . situation of competition in which the parties are
aware of the incompatibility of potential future positions
and in which each party wishes to occupy a ~osition that is
incompatible with the wishes of the other. 2

\~at, then, is the explanation for the conflict between majority and
minority groups? Jessie Bernard states that conflict will arise from
either "pos LtLon scarcity" (t~'10 groups cannot be superordinate at t he
same time) or "resource scarcity" (the supply of desired objects is limited
so that parties cannot have all they want of any thing. 24 Basically,
majority-minority conflict arises over the issue of the dominant group
retaining its power and the minority attempting either to gain autonomy
O~ to achieve equality of status with the dominant group.25 Subordination
in potce r results in unequal access to the rewards of society (e.g .. , wea.Lt.h
and status) 0 To achieve equality in these areas requires assertion on
the part of the minority. Since the majority is unwilling to give up its
superior position ~here is a tendency to view the subordinate group as
a threat and to llse tie chnf.ques designed to keep the minority group lIin
its placet: (e s g , , control of immigration, dLs cr Lmf.nat Lon and terror
tactics). Any effort by the subordinate group to secure access to power
must LnvoLve conflict. Th.Ls is substantiated by Allen D. Grimshaty who
sums up the history of Negro-white relations in the United States by
stating,

The most savage oppression, whether expressed in rural,
lynchings and pogroms or in urban race riots,' has taken
place when the Neg r o has refused to accept a subordinate
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status. The most intense conflict has resulted when the
subordinate minority group has attempted to disrupt the
accommodative pattern or when the superordinate group has
defined the situation as one in whicll such an attempt is
being made. 26

Another way of viewing this phenomenon is to apply Dahrendorf's
model of the formation of conflict groups to majority-minority relations. 27
Thd.s model is based on t he assumption that the differential distribution
of authority in society is the detertnining factor in social conflicts.
A further assumption is the tendency of dominating groups to maintain
and defend their dominant status. The majorities, with authority (power),
and minorities, ~7ithout power , each become an Lnt.e res t group with pro-.
grams, actions and ideologies. The interest of the dominant group is
preservation of th~ status quo, while the intercbt of the minority group
is to change the distribution of power. This is the issue that causes
conflict. In the words of Joseph S, Roucek, tI ••• self interest is the
backbone of all majority-minority struggles ... 1f 28

An importa~t fact to consider in majority-minority relations is the
phenomenon of relative deprivation. Although this concept has social
psychological overtones, it hus relevance for the sociological analysis
of majority-minority relati.ons bee.au:3e: (1) it is a consequence of the
social structure--the differential allocation of resources, occupations,
status, and power regardless of the qualities of the individuals involved;
and (2) it is a source of frustration (for the individual and the
group) and hence it helps to bring about conflict 0 James A. Geschwender
has empiri.cally tested t.he validity of the concept of relative depriva
tion among American Negroes. His findings are applicable to all majority
minority situations under the following conditions: as a minority group
experiences an improvement in its conditions of life it also experiences
a rise in the levels of desires which will rise more rapidly than
improvement of its conditions of life, and it will become dissatisfied
if it observes another group experiencing a more rapid rate of improve
ment. Both conditions lead to dissatisfaction and rebellion. 29 This
helps to expLaLn why rebellion is more frequent among groups that have
ris~n in status then among those groups which remain in a very low posi
tion.

As stated previously, not all majority-minority relations are the
same. A review of the literature, however, reveals some general pro
positions which hold cross-culturally and should be brought into the
analysis of majority-minority relations. The probability of conflict
will be great.e r :

1. the more rapid tile social change occurring in the
society. 3D

2. the more direct the intergroup competition for the
distributive rewards .of wealth, power, prestige, or
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3.

5.

6.

other scarce values. 3l

the greater the level of anomie in society brought
about by economic depression or other types of social
disorganization. 32

the larger the ratio of the incoming minority to the
3resident population, and the more rapid the influx. 3

as the minority group increases in size. 34

when the minority group's position is rapidly improving
or when it is rapidly deteriorating, especially if this
follows a period of irnprovementG 35

Types £f conflict. Following the insights of Georg Simmel, Lewis
Coser distinguishes two basic types of co~flicts. Realistic conflict is
the conflict involving the deliberate collective effort to achieve
predetermined social goals. Nonrealistic conflict, on the other hand,
involves interaction of two or more individuals or groups which engage
in conflict not for a rational goal bU§6because of the need for tension
release by at least one of the actors.

It is axiomatic in psychology that aggression tends to follow frus
tration. In the case of majority-minority relations nonrealistic conflict
is a result of t.he structure of the relationship and .t.he blocked oppor
tunities felt by the minority group membersli There is the need to Ils t r i ke
b ack" either directly at the oppressive group or through displacement 0

Generally, this type of conflict is of little benefit to the subordinate
group because it does not change the relationship and may even bring
about further subjugation. It should not be inferred that only the mem
bers of the minority group employ nonrealistic conflict. The majority
group and its members may also use this type of conflict as well as the
other alternatives presented below. Arthur I. Waskow clearly documents
this in his social history of American race riots since 1919. 37

Realistic conflict is the rational attempt to a~hieve a goal. The
goal for the minority is to bring about a change in the pattern of domina
tion. Joseph S. Himes demonst~ates how the American Negro through court
action, political action and non-violent mass action has secured positive
changes in the pattern of majority-minority relations--by altering the
social structure, enhancing social cornmuni§ation, extending social solid
arity and facilitating personal identity.3 Gandhi's use of realistic
conflict in India is ancther instance of a minority bringing about
positive changes (for it) in the distribution of powerft

There is a third type of conflict also found in majority-minority
relations 0 This is the use of violence. Violence, of course, may be
closely related to nonrealistic con f Lf.c t . It may also be a means for goal
attainment, hence a form of realistic conflict. The ¢ajority may feel



that violence is the most effective vlay of keeping the minority "Ln
its place. ti The minority group, on the other hand, may use violence
in the hope of changing the pattern of power relations 0 doreover,
violence may be the only means by which the minority can gain self
respect and group unity--thus, changing itself from a category to an
interest group. In this way violence may have a group formation func
tion (ethnogenesis).39

The minority group in any society is not a homogenous unit. Indivi
duals and groups within the minority may differ in their reaction to
subordination, type of leadership, ideology, degree of allegiance to their
group or to the larger society, ultimate goals of the group, etc.
Consequently a minority (and by inference the majority as well) will
generally not be a wholly united group-groups and individuals will favor
various modes of action in response to majority constraints.

What, then, are the alternative responses available to minority
groups? The minority has two basic responses available to it: (1)
adjust to the situation either by pluralism (living side by side with
the majority and accepting the status quo) or by assimilation (becoming
one with the majority); or (2) protest against the situation. This latter
response may be eLther in terms of a separatist movement which seeks an
autonomous existence or a militant mov~ment which seeks to aggressively
alter the existing power arrangements. 0

Obviously the majority would be content with only one of these
alternatives--pluralism. Hence, the other responses of the minority
are a threat to the perpetuation of their superiority in status,
resources and rewards which are concomitant with the holding of power.
This fact logically necessitates the development of a counter-response.
Henderson calls these attempts by the majority to retain the status quo
"mai.ntenance movements. ,,41 These maintenance movements can take t.he
form of a: (1) reactionary movement where action is taken to re-impose
the traditional pattern of dominance over the minority; (2) status quo
movement which does not go back to the past but back to normal; and
(3) conservative reform movement which attempts to reduce the unrest
in the subordinate group by removing obvious sources of immediate irrita
tion. 42 An additional response by the majority would be to extend repressive
measu.res.

Ma;ority-minority conflict and social change •. Conflict on the
inter-group level is primarily oriented toward change , I have sugges ted
that majority-minority relations can perhaps be v~ewed most profitably
from the attempts by minorities to shift the power of the dominant group
to a more equitable level whil2 the dominant group resists such a change.
The vested interests of both groups are in opposition--hence conflict.
Conflict, in turn, brings change--changes in norms, statuses, power
relationships, etc. The changes accrued from majority-minority conflict
affects the power relations (e.g., positive gains to the minority in terms
of power witll a subsequent loss to t he majority). Conflict may also have
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positive or negative consequences for the society as a whole (e.g.,
conflict may harm both the majority and minority or both groups may
benefit from t.he conflict) 0 Coser reminds us also of the reciprocal
nature of change and conflict. "Change , no matter what its source,
breeds strain and conflict.,,43 TilUS, majority-minority relations
must be viewed as a conflicting, changing relationship between two
parties--one with the power and the other desiring a fair share of
that power and the rewards that come as a result of power holding.

Summary. To summarize, Figure I portrays graphically the conflict
model of majority-minority relations elaborated in this paper.

This model begins with t~e allocation of power since minorities, by
definition, are subordinate in power to the majority. The model presented
in Figure I shows the consequences of this power configuration leading
to conflict which in turn produces change in the patterns of dominance
(e.g., more pmJer to the majority, more power to the minority and the
subsequent changes in statuses and norms). Such changes, too, bring
about additional conflict. Thus, with Dahrendorf, we assert that in
social life in general and majority-minority relations in particular,
constraint, conflict and change are always present. 44

It is hoped that this model will be a heuristic device which will
aid in the understanding and analyses of majority-minority relations in
any setting. It is, however, only a model--an abstraction and hence an
approximation of reality. The goal is understanding--hence, the need
to refine, throw-out and supplant existing models to achieve a better
fit with reality. Perhaps the model presented here will so challenge
sociologists.
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